MEGABASS MAGDRAFT
The Magdrive features a soft plastic body equipped with the revolutionary MAG-HOLD SYSTEM which secures the treble hook alongside the belly via an internal magnet, increasing hook-up ratios by holding the hook up closer to the lure. Magdrive also features two side fins designed to prevent an unnatural rolling action, and act as miniature weed guards to protect the treble hook when it is set in its magnetised position. It also features robust wire-through construction.

WWW.ATOMICLURES.COM.AU

KOMODO 42L PORTABLE FRIDGE & FREEZER
Keep your food fresh and your beverages cold while camping with the Komodo 42L Portable Fridge & Freezer. The durable metal fridge includes a digital display, allowing you to set your fridge and freezer to an exact temperature and includes DC and AC power adapters.

$319 / WWW.KOGAN.COM

AEROBIE COFFEE MAKER
It’s quick and simple but renowned for yielding a rich flavoured brew without bitterness. Micro-filter removes grit. Enjoy a cuppa on the road with only one minute of preparation time.

WWW.AEROPRESS.COM.AU/

WIN $135,000 with TimesPool

How to play TimesPool

1. Select your six letters and cross them out in the alphabet grid

2. Now print each crossed letter, in alphabetical order, in these boxes.

3. Write the Super Seven Bonus Letter in the box.

Step 1: Select your six letters and cross them out in the alphabet grid

A B C D E F G H I J K L M
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Step 2: Select your Super Seven Bonus Letter and cross it out on the grid.

$70,000 Jackpot


$5,000 PerthNow Bonus Word

$50,000 Super Seven Bonus

First Name:  Surname:
Address:       P/Code:
Phone (H)                                                … Bonus 
Letter in the box.
TIMESPOOL RESULTS:
GAME 1650
CKNRWY
SUPER SEVEN: T
WIN  MORE

SENDING IN YOUR ENTRY:
Sending in your entry: If you are sending one entry then write the FIRST Jackpot letter on the back of your envelope. If you are sending in more than one entry, write ‘multiple entries’ on the back of the envelope instead.

NAME & ADDRESS:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

POST BOX:
TimesPool, GPO BOX 2970, PERTH WA 6800 or drop it in the TimesPool box at selected newsagents.

GAME #1650 closes at 10am, Thursday, May 7, 2015. All entries must reach The Sunday Times by 10am Thursday. Entries placed in the TimesPool box at newsagents must be received by open on Wednesdays. Entries must be an original coupon. Terms and Conditions are published on the first Sunday of each month. Winning entries are obtained by calling 9326 8288. By entering, readers accept and agree to abide by these conditions.

TIMESPOOL RESULTS: GAME 1650
CKNRWY
SUPER SEVEN: T

WIN MORE

Home Delivery customers can win an extra $2,000 if they select the correct jackpot letters or $10,000 if they get all seven letters correct.

To arrange Home Delivery call 1800 198 051.